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2012-5-1 08:09 upload and download the attachment (216.85 KB) Nike Air Flight One earlier this year launched the "Orlando" and
dark gray / fluorescent green color all star version, you also get enough. This summer will also launch a new color of the product, the
shoes in the 1995 Eastern Conference finals third games, Jordan accidentally wore a pair of Nike Air Flight One appearance, is not
Jordan I want to change, it is in urgent need of a unified boots, he showed black color of the shoes and feet to his teammates the
result, he had to temporarily put on Nike Air Flight One emergency. However, as we know, this pair of Nike Air Flight One is a "penny"
Hardaway signature shoe, and coincidentally, and the bulls in the semi-final encounter opponent is Hardaway and O'neal led the
magic. What should I do? Complete the "enemy"? Joe king ", cut off extremely cruel and merciless" heel pulling rope above the huge
"1", because it was Hardaway's number. After a lapse of more than ten years, this again will be engraved, may be brought back a lot
of fans and fans joe. 

New Balance M574 has been extremely sought after trendsetter retro running shoes, why? Nothing more than two, the price of the
PFP, the color version of the choice of many, enough to meet your daily life of shoes money replacement speed. Recently New
Balance again released a new M574 Hike, gray yellow, black and blue color is attractive, because the relationship between the 2-
tone toe, make the M574 lines than the ordinary version is more prominent, as in the past, the suede nylon net and ENCAP
combination of sole, the price of 60 pounds, out love standing friends can there. 
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